
 

 

Limitless Abundance——ONE ART Taipei 
From Modern Art to Contemporary Trendy Toys.  

ONE best Hotel Art Fair You Must see in 2019 

 

The first round of ONE ART Taipei will be launched in the Sherwood Taipei 
honourably, together with approximately 70 high-class galleries around Asia-Pacific, 
more than 300 artist’s work will be presented, by then we will be able to reintegrate 

art industry within this area and to build this event into a key hotel art expo in 
Asia-Pacific. The coverage of exhibits will be more diverse, from modern, post-war to 
the contemporary and toy sculptures from street culture, this will be one of the most 

comprehensive art expos among tide of art fairs in January 2019. 

On the art map of Asia, Taiwan is known for its mature and tasteful collector society, 
OAT aims to construct a healthy art dealing platform upon Asia-Pacific, meanwhile 
breaking spatial restrictions which are commonly seen in a typical hotel art expo, the 
lobby will be arranged as the public exhibition area. Apart from budget-friendly 
pieces of emerging artists, we shine our spotlight over small-scales of the famous too. 
We select compact creations from a broad spectrum that includes drawing, 
watercolour, print and so on, as well as toy sculptures and some limited editions. As 
pricing numbers of famous artists’ pieces rise, the future tendency of these 
small-scales are more than just optimistic. 

Small-scales of the famous tends to have optimistic future while a hotel’s 
lobby is reorganised for a public art exhibition space. 

After dedicating a whole year into preparation, ONE ART Taipei will present the 
Asian art context with three different areas: ‘the Unlimited’, ‘Discovery’ and ‘Media 
Art’. ‘The Unlimited’ mainly presents mid-career art creators’ creations that 
stretches across the post-war era to the contemporary, collectors and viewers will 
be able to perceive and enjoy various motifs of this generation from a new 
perspective; ‘Discovery’ area is organised for ambitious young artists under 35 
whose styles tend to be challenging and bold in media and expression, it will 
certainly widens viewers’ visions; being one of the spots ,‘Media Art’ area stands 
against the rest, it not only responses to the contemporary art movement, but also 
arouses attention to this subject by notifying the importance of media art among the 
art industry, with such stimulation, we hope the future development of media art 
will be enriched and diversified. 



 

 

Embraced by the luxuriant energy of art scene in Asia, ONE ART Taipei is willing to 
energise this market further, and take the position to bridge between artists and 
collectors by administering the ‘ONE ART Award’ during this expo, jury members are 
selected in a cross-border manner, from ‘academy, collecting, curation, media’ fields 
with the highest standard, it attempts to scout promising artwork by the young that 
balances the contemporary artness and marketability perfectly. This award also aims 
to provide both navigation in the new art scene and a focus through the trend of art 
collecting.  

Cross-border, Bridging and the Focus, the ONE ART Award 

Another key event of this expo is ‘Best Buy USD$3000’, which will exhibit 
participating galleries’ best selling pieces, it will be a nice treasure hunt for both the 
experience collectors and the novices of this practice. 

Moreover, ONE ART Taipei is happily presenting you ‘Best Spatial Design Award’.To 
celebrate the elaboration of how participating galleries manage their exhibiting 
areas within the hotel, and how will these designed spaces will amaze us, an award 
voted by on-site viewers is introduced, it will enhance viewers’ sense of involvement 
and overall visual experience. 

Art Trip Shuttle 

To greet the fist month of 2019 that will be packed with art fairs, ONE ART Taipei has 
arranged Art Trip Shuttle service to connect neighbouring art fairs, both local and 
oversea viewers will be able to experience the abundant art flow in Taiwan. For 
more specific details about the shuttle service, it will be updated on our official page, 
please stay tuned to it. 

Bridging Art Flows in Taipei 2019 

 

ONE ART Taipei Hotel Art Fair Info 
Collector Preview | 2019  January 18th （Fri）13:00-15:00 

VIP Previeweview| 2019  January 18th （Fri）15:00-20:00 

Public Dayseview | 2019  January 19th 12:00-20:00 

Public Dayseview | 2019  January 20th 12:00-20:00             

Public Dayseview | 2019  January 21th 12:00-20:00 

Venue Dayseview | The Sherwood Taipei 

No. 111, Section 3, Mingsheng East Road, Songshan District, Taipei. 


